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AUSZ DISEM WIRDT VIL DINGS GEMACHT: 
A DORER CONSTRUCTION FOR TANGENT CIRCLES 
BY DAN PEDOE 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Albrecht Diirer, in his great treatise on geometry written for 
artists and artisans and for German youth in general [Diirer 19661, 
gives a number of geometrical constructions, usually, but not 
always, distinguishing between those which are theoretically 
exact and the practical, nearly exact constructions such as the 
construction of a regular pentagon with rusty compasses (Fig. 16 
of Book 2). In this case, as Staigmiiller [1891, 241 points out, 
the pentagon “is only approximately regular, which seems not to 
have dawned on Diirer; in any case the rigid proof of this fact 
would have been far beyond Dtirer’s powers.” Staigmiiller deter- 
mines the angles of the pentagon given by the Diirer construction, 
which goes back to Geometria Deutsch, and shows that they are 
correct to within a degree. 
But in one case (Fig. 36 of Book 2) Diirer gives a drawing of 
the space between two equal circular arcs, C and V , centers 
L and M , which intersect in the points N and P (my Fig. 
l), joins NP to intersect LM at 0 , and constructs the circles 
which touch LM at 0 and both c and z) , then the smaller 
circles which touch these constructed circles and C and V , 
and so on. No details are given, and as Hoffmann [1971, 1471 
says : “The construction is not discussed, and cannot be derived 
from the figure.” 
Hofmann, together with other authors, refers to Dilrer’s figure 
as that of the “fishbladder,” but it is thinner than the one 
which appears in the construction of an equilateral triangle. 
Diirer counsels the reader to draw the contact circles in a neat 
(netliche) manner, and ends by saying: “Ausz disem wirdt vi1 
dings gemacht . I’ 
I give a simple construction for Diirer’s contact circles. 
For the sake of clarity I have taken a wider fishbladder, and 
stop after constructing two contact circles in the top half of 
the figure. Diir er , with his narrower fishbladder, manages to get 
three into each half of the figure. 
It is a known theorem [Pedoe 1970, 1431 that the chords of 
intersection of a fixed circle with the circles of a coaxal 
system (pencil) of circles belong to a pencil of lines. If we 
therefore draw circles which touch LM at 0 , their chords of 
intersection AB with C say, pass through a fixed point V on 
LM . Only one such circle has to be drawn to determine V . 
When the circle which touches LM at 0 also touches C at T , 
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say, the tangent to C at T passes through V . So, having 
obtained V , all that we have to do is to cut off VT = VO from 
c , find where TM intersects ON , and this is the center of 
the required circle. 
If this circle intersects ON again at 0' , and the tangent 
to this circle at 0' intersects VT at T' , then T' is the 
point which corresponds to V in the first construction, and we 
cut off TIT" = T'O' on C , join T"M to intersect ON , and 
thus find the center of the second required circle, and so on, 
until our instruments cease to produce netliche results. 
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WORLD IRECTORY OF HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
Later this year Historia Mathematics will be publish- 
ing a second edition of the World Directory of History of 
Mathematics, with about 1300 names and a subject index of 
those engaged in research, writing, teaching or other 
professional activity relevant to the history of mathe- 
matics. 
This directory maybeordered at the pre-publication 
price of $5.00 by sending your order to US with payment 
by October 1, 1975. Orders requiring invoicing and those 
received after this date will be billed at the regular 
price of $7.00. 
We invite scholars and teachers in the field whose 
names have not yet been included to send US their names, 
addresses and fields of interest. 
